
Reliable resin filled light body to
ensure no leaks or water ingress, ever!
Simple and safe DIY Installation with
12V, so no electrician required
Leading light technology with
powerful 252 x SM2835 LEDs 
Super bright 18W 120 degree light
beam angle
Water and dust proof to approved
IP68 rating
The Multi Colour LED is an industry
leading Red, Green, Blue + White
LEDs. With a total of 7 different
colours, forming 16 different colour
modes
Compatible with salt, chlorine and
magnesium pools

Features:

Water TechniX Vivid LED Pool Lights 

The Water TechniX Vivid surface mount pool light is the most durable and reliable retro-fitting
pool lighting solution on the Australian market. If you’re looking for a cost effective light
upgrade that will perform like you’ve never seen before, The Water TechniX Vivid LED pool light
is your answer.

Who is Water TechniX?
Scan to find out more
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Replaces 99% of existing surface mount
pool lights
Upgrade to bright LED in as little as 20
minutes with basic tools
Includes stylish retrofit bracket for all
existing pool light brands that can be
drilled or cut to fit existing mounting
configurations
ON / OFF Remote Compatible
LED lights use around 88% less energy
than standard halogen lights
Variable Voltage to work with all existing
AC transformers 12V, 24V or 32V
Tested to 20,000 working hours
Available in Blue, White and Multi-colour



The Water TechniX Vivid LED Light is a stylish build that includes everything you need to
retrofit and install within 20 minutes. Water TechniX pool lights use up to 88% less energy,
last 5 times longer and are far safer and run cooler than traditional halogen lights. With a
rated run time of well over 20,000 hours (or about 10 years of regular usage) these will be the
last pool lights you’ll ever need.

The Water TechniX Vivid LED delivers ultra-bright, crisp light over a wide angle lens to hit all
corners of your pool. Water TechniX pool lights also work with all existing transformers - A 12,
24 or 32v transformer will work with no issues. You’ll never have to change bulbs or wiring as
they are DIY friendly - no need for electricians!

Using the latest in LED technology, the Water TechniX Vivid Multi Colour now features an
RGB+White LED. This provides a clean, crisp White light within the array for the single white
setting or across the rainbow of colours

The Vivid LED Light also comes with a bulletproof 2 year warranty.

Whats in the box:
Surface mount LED Vivid pool light
Slimline retrofit mounting bracket
Cable gland kit
Screw kit
Instructions

Warranty:
2 year replacement warranty

Vivid LED Light specifics:
252 x SM2835 LED light chips
18W 120 degree light beam angle
Overall diameter: 235mm
Overall thickness: 56mm
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Vivid LED Light retro fits:
Waterco
Filtrite
Aquaquip
Spa Electrics
Stroud SM400, Stroud C150, Swimworld
Poolrite, Autumn Solar, Questa,
Chameleon
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